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LOT 1. 
Supporting 
Prominent 
Events in 
Ukraine
3EVE11-2902 Prominent 

Events
LOT 1. Supporting 
Prominent Events 
in Ukraine

Individual Audiovisual Arts Promo campaign of Odesa 
International film festival 
and organization of 
professional section Film 
Industry Office

Odesa International Film Festival is the main film event in Ukraine founded in 2010. The mission of the 
festival is to promote intellectual, festival and arthouse cinema among a wide audience through 
exclusive competitive and non-competitive screenings in the original language with the participation of 
film teams. In 2019 number of admissions reached 165,000. The program focus of the Odesa IFF is films 
of so called “art mainstream”, ie those that are of high artistic quality and that are accessible to a wide 
audience. There are three competition programs: International and National, as well as the European 
Documentary Competition. The main arbiter of the Odesa Film Festival is the audience: the results of the 
audience vote determine the winner of the Grand Prix of the International and National Competition 
Programs. Other winners are determined by a professional jury. The Awards are presented during the 
Closing Ceremony at the Odesa Opera House. In addition, an important direction is to support the 
development of the Ukrainian film industry with the Film Industry Office program - a platform for the 
presentation of film projects and  projects of TV series, a platform for professional discussions, debates, 
master classes and B2B opportunities.

Limited liability company 
"Ukrainian film festival"

3904192.39 3844192.39

3EVE11-6965 Prominent 
Events

LOT 1. Supporting 
Prominent Events 
in Ukraine

Individual Audiovisual Arts KYIV MEDIA WEEK KYIV MEDIA WEEK is a set of activities aimed at the development of the Ukrainian audiovisual industry. 
The pinnacle of the project is an international forum, held annually in Kyiv since 2011. It’s a platform for 
sharing the experience and cooperation of Ukrainian media professionals, creative community, profile 
organizations with colleagues from all over the world to develop Ukrainian AV market and integrate it 
into the international context. It will create new opportunities for doing business in the country, increase 
the competitiveness of Ukrainian AV industry, quality and quantity of Ukrainian cultural product and 
cultivate positive image of Ukraine globally.

Limited Liability Company 
"Information Agency "Media 
Resources Management"

3812403.67 3203609.95

3EVE11-5280 Prominent 
Events

LOT 1. Supporting 
Prominent Events 
in Ukraine

Individual Literature and 
publishing

Lviv International 
BookForum

The aim of the Project is to increase the cultural and educational level of society through the 
organization and holding of the 27th Lviv International BookForum. The results of the project are to host 
the main cultural festival of the country - Lviv International BookForum; involve 1,000 participants, 80 
program partners in organizing and conducting 600 events; 750 accredited journalists; reach 3,000,000 
users on social networks; to receive  27,000 thousand visitors at the festival.

NGO Publishers’ Forum 5186223.57 4806223.57

3EVE11-7004 Prominent 
Events

LOT 1. Supporting 
Prominent Events 
in Ukraine

Individual Cultural Heritage ARK UKRAINE: MUSIC Ark Ukraine: Music – multidisciplinary project which embraces classical and traditional music, 
audiovisual and performative arts, cultural heritage and VJ, publishing and IT, interactive exhibitions and 
installations, including round tables, infostands and souvenirs.  The major focus of the project — unique 
concert-collage that consists of best samples of Ukrainian musical heritage and embraces ten centuries 
of music in one performance – archaic ritual songs, religious hymns, classical music and modern 
experiments – under the direction of Opera Graz conductor Oksana Lyniv, with Kurbasy, Chorea 
Kozatska, Youth Symphony Orchestra and Dudaryk Choir etc taking part. This concert will become a 
musical icon of Ukraine. Premiere performances will take place  in Kyiv, Odesa and Lviv. Advertising 
campaign will cover all the country.

NON-GOVERNMENTAL 
ORGANIZATION LVIV.MOZ.ART.
3

5114867 5114867

3EVE11-5734 Prominent 
Events

LOT 1. Supporting 
Prominent Events 
in Ukraine

Individual Audiovisual Arts 13th Lviv International 
Short Film Festival Wiz-Art 
with a Launch of 
Distribution Base ‘Ukrainian 
Short Films’

Wiz-Art Film Festival is one of the key players in Ukrainian film industry and an internationally recognized 
event. The 13th edition of the festival will take place on June, 15—21, 2020. This year, apart from the 
film programs and educational Wiz-Art Lab with Script Pitching, we’ll launch the beta version of a 
permanent database Ukrainian Short Films. It will create the necessary conditions for the development 
of Ukrainian films and provoke a dialogue about them around the globe. Apart from the festival, we will 
organize ten partner screenings in Ukrainian and European cities (Berlin, Kyiv, London, Ivano-Frankivsk, 
Kharkiv etc.) The festival will provide 6000 viewers with exclusive content and reach the overall audience 
of 600 000 people.

Non-governmental Organization 
Wiz-Art

3067990.00 2636990.00

3EVE11-0784 Prominent 
Events

LOT 1. Supporting 
Prominent Events 
in Ukraine

Individual Visual Arts Naïve Art Festival Naïve Art Festival is a landmark event for Ukrainian culture and one of the biggest artistic events this 
year. The curator group of 6 leading field experts and naïve art researchers: Oleksandr Liapin, Pavlo 
Gudimov, Petro Honchar, Lidiia Lykhach, Olena Kyrychenko and Iryna Savchenko – created a cross-
sectoral project uniting over 40 Ukrainian naïve artists of the 19th-21st centuries: painters, sculptors, 
actors, musicians. The project's exhibition, theatrical and parallel programs, research-to-practice 
conference (resulting in a collection of scientific articles), documentary, catalogue and online-platform 
will unveil the history and tradition, form and modernity of naïve art for the Festival visitors.

Individual Entrepreneur 
Gudimov Pavlo

2571728.00 2571728.00



3EVE11-0113 Prominent 
Events

LOT 1. Supporting 
Prominent Events 
in Ukraine

Individual Audiovisual Arts LINOLEUM ON TOUR LINOLEUM International Contemporary Animation and Media Art Festival is the biggest showcase of 
auteur animation in Ukraine. Each year it gives participants and guests from different corners of Ukraine 
and the world an opportunity to both take part in competition programs as well as watch best 
contemporary animation from all over the world. Apart of it, LINOLEUM holds a special program for 
children, which is free for attendance, as well as educational program that consists of workshops, 
lectures and master classes from renown animators. In 2020 the festival will go beyond Kyiv and visit five 
regions in Ukraine organising special screenings and lectures, also it’ll present a unique AR exhibition and 
offer every visitor to create their own VR animation.

Limited Liability Company 
«Animagrad»

3636376.94 3525176.94

3EVE12-5810 Prominent 
Events

LOT 1 Prominent 
Events in Ukraine

National Cultural Heritage Exhibition project "The 
Encyclopedia of 
Architecture in Ukraine"

The Encyclopedia of Architecture in Ukraine is a research, interregional and intersectoral exhibition 
project that reveals in a contemporary and popular form how societies form architecture and how 
architecture forms people. The project team will systematize knowledge and artifacts from the 
architectural field, scattered across institutions; will identify how stylistic paradigms have changed, the 
role of the architect and the idea of what architecture is; will visualize the elements, styles and temporal 
changes of the architecture in Ukraine, which has in its heritage traces of many empires, states, 
cataclysms and constructional booms. The exposition and educational program will present a panorama 
of the architecture in Ukraine, actualize the place of architecture in the cultural ecosystem and promote 
the importance of understanding the value of architectural heritage and responsible living in the modern 
city.

Non-governmental organization 
“Urban Forms Centre”

3075474.23 2437957.38

3EVE11-0123 Prominent 
Events

LOT 1 Prominent 
Events in Ukraine

Individual Culture and Creative 
Industries

Festival «Respublica» - 
artistic interventions in the 
public space of the city

The project presage scaling up of Respublica International Music and Street Art Festival 10th anniversary 
by enhancing the accessibility of the event to different target audience: regional, age, social, inclusive, by 
attracting new innovative ideas and technologies,  crossectoral arts and artists from 5 countries. The 
main idea of the festival 2020 is artistic interventions in the public urban space. We will use city districts 
of Khmelnytskyi, Kamianets-Podilskyi, Kherson, Nova Kahovka, Kyiv as space for the festival to promote 
art and new young names among the local communities and the target audience. The result of the 
project will be not only scaling the festival and attracting a new target audience, but also the promotion 
of various arts among the local city community who are involved in the project.

NGO "Khmelnytskyi regional 
youth public association 
"Territory"

3317250.00 3027250.00

3EVE11-6845 Prominent 
Events

LOT 1. Supporting 
Prominent Events 
in Ukraine

Individual Fashon and Design FASHION FILM FESTIVAL 
KYIV

Fashion Film Festival Kyiv is a new dimension of Ukrainian fashion and design industry. Thanks to the 
Festival the collections by Ukrainian designers and brands become available to the general public and 
the country meets new faces in fashion industry through their actual or artistic representation in 
specially created teasers and fashion short films. The Festival is on the verge of fashion, design and film 
production industries but fashion takes the lead here. The Festival includes: i) free admission to lectures, 
workshops and screenings of selected films from international fashion film festivals, meetings with 
previous years winners

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY 
"FASHION WEEK"

1838588 1838588

3EVE11-7096 Prominent 
Events

LOT 1. Supporting 
Prominent Events 
in Ukraine

Individual Culture and creative 
industries

Molodist. Open Air Cinema In 2020 KIFF Molodist will celebrate its 50th anniversary. Being the oldest international festival in 
Ukraine, KIFF Molodist always remains young and progressive, open to innovations and full of new ideas. 
In 2020 Molodist will expand its horizons. Having faced the mass closure of cinemas in Kyiv center, 
Molodist team will make a modern cinema in the city center – an open air cinema hall under cover with 
600 seats. On the high-quality LED screen visitors will enjoy watching free screenings of well-elaborated 
program which will include children films within Teen Screen program, contemporary national and 
international films and classic movies.

Enterprise of Public 
Organization «International 
Film Festival «Molodist»

5013698.80 5013698.80

LOT 2. 
Supporting 
Ukrainian 
Participation 
in the 
International 
Prominent 
Events
3EVE21-1000 Prominent 

Events
LOT 2. Supporting 
Ukrainian 
Participation in the 
International 
Prominent Events

Individual Cultural and 
Creative industries

Participation of Ukrainian 
artists in an outstanding 

event MADATAС (Spain)

After the successful international media exhibition ARTEFACT: Chernobyl 33 in Kyiv, Ukrainian artists 
were invited to present their exhibits in Madrid, Spain, as part of a special event of the famous 

MADATAС media art festival dedicated to Chornobyl. Ukrainian artists will present exhibits of 
contemporary art created during last year's project and new ones that will be specially created for this 
exhibition, using VR and AR technologies, laser and video installations, neuro interface and parametric 
architecture, which will present contemporary Ukrainian media art and the new meanings of modern 
Ukraine in the world through the rethinking of Chernobyl. The project includes the travel of artists to 
Spain, a press event in Madrid, a communication campaign in Europe, presentation of project results in 
cities of Ukraine.

ANOTHER LAND Limited Liability 
Company

2933345.00 2933345.00



3EVE23-2288 Prominent 
Events

LOT 2 Ukrainian 
Participation in the 
International 
Prominent Events

International Cultural and 
Creative Industries

What Do We Have in 
Common? Ukrainian 
Pavilion and Residents at 
the Tbilisi Architecture 
Biennial 2020

The main goal is to be a сo-curator in the international organizing committee of the Tbilisi Architectural 
Biennial (TAB) 2020 and bring in a Ukrainian pavilion (of three teams), hold a residency “What do we 
have in common?” (For 9 residents / 9 projects presented at TAB 2020) and thus, to affirm the image of 
Ukraine and its cultural ambassadors as professionals and innovators in intercultural and cross-sectoral 
urban discourse, to open and support new names, to initiate new collaborations and to elaborate  the 
concept of the upcoming biennial City Scanning Session '21 based on the generated experience and 
expertise and launch a promotional campaign for the upcoming festival.

Charitable organization 
"Charitable foundation "Teple 
misto"

1286339.00 877379.00

3EVE21-5455 Prominent 
Events

LOT 2. Supporting 
Ukrainian 
Participation in the 
International 
Prominent Events

Individual Literature and 
Publishing 

Author’s Reading Month in 
Lviv

Author’s Reading Month is the largest cross-border literature festival in Central-Eastern Europe. During 
the July simultaneously in six cities – Brno (Czech Republic), Ostrava (Czech Republic), Kosice (Slovakia), 
Wroclaw (Poland), Budapest (Hungary) and Lviv (Ukraine) – every evening famous writers from five 
countries have authors readings. Honored Guest of ARM 2020 is Hungary. ARM was founded in 1999 by 

Czech publishing house “Větrné mlýny”. Every year ARM invites an Honored Guest. During 20 years title 
was given to France, Canada, Belarus, Slovenia, Poland, Germany, Spain, Georgia, Turkey, etc. Since 2015 
Ukraine became one of the host countries of ARM.

Рublіс Organization «Artistic 
Council «Dialogue»

558877.50 558877.50

3EVE23-0524 Prominent 
Events

LOT 2 Ukrainian 
Participation in the 
International 
Prominent Events

International Fashion and Design Ukrainian designers at Paris 
Fashion Week

A joint presentation of leading Ukrainian designer brands during the main event in the world of fashion – 
Paris Fashion Week. The presentation will become a first step to creating a national platform that will 
represent Ukrainian designer talent strengthened with adjacent creative industries, as similar national 
platforms of other countries – Great Britain, USA, Denmark, and China within Paris Fashion Week. The 
presentation will strengthen the image of Ukraine among the authoritative professional community and 
designer target audiences.

Limited Liability Company 
“Fashionweek”

3814391 2670074

3EVE21-0295 Prominent 
Events

LOT 2. Supporting 
Ukrainian 
Participation in the 
International 
Prominent Events

Individual Audio Arts Preparation for 'Kyiv-Berlin. 
In Defence of Peace' 
interdisciplinary project

Preparation for a big-scale interdisciplinary project, ‘Kyiv-Berlin. In Defence of Peace’ concert in the 
legendary grand hall of the Berliner Philharmonie, through the initiative of the Embassy of Ukraine in 
Berlin. Works of Beethoven, Schumann and established Ukrainian composer Viktoria Polyova, will be 
performed. Performing will be the National Symphony Orchestra of Ukraine, AVE choir, pianist Roman 
Lopatynskyi, and Ukrainian-Danish artist Serhii Sviatchenko. Goal – cultural diplomacy in action: showing 
to the European cultural community Ukraine’s peaceful stand through a cultural event created by the 
best Ukrainian artists. Result – the ever-needed invasion of the contemporary world space with 
Ukrainian culture.

Self-employed Tsyvina Maksym 
Volodymyrovych

1125250 1125250

LOT 4. 
Commemorati
ve dates of 
prominent 
personalities 
in Ukrainian 
culture
3EVE41-2223 Prominent 

Events
LOT 4. 
Commemorative 
dates of prominent 
personalities in 
Ukrainian culture

Individual Cultural heritage Sheptytsky Biennale: 
Festival of Culture and 
Education

Project aim is to reinterpret personality of Metropolitan Sheptytsky into the language of modernity and 
draw attention of creative environments to his ideas.Project will be realized through conduction of 
festival Sheptytsky Biennale.Project results will provide educational/cultural impact of Sheptytsky's ideas 
on different audiences and include public events as well as cultural/educational products.In particular,it 
will be website,videoblog,cycle of lectures,literary meetings,exhibition of young artists,documentary,
educational business case,seminar for teachers,tourist route,video interview with entrepreneurs.Project 
novelty consists of using Sheptytsky’s ideas in contemporary teaching/communication tools.Most of 
project's products will be translated into English that will allow presenting Sheptytsky into world arena

The Ukrainian Catholic 
University

1230479.00 1230479.00



3EVE41-0304 Prominent 
Events

LOT 4. 
Commemorative 
dates of prominent 
personalities in 
Ukrainian culture

Individual Visual Arts Kharkiv Photo Phorum The Kharkiv Photo Forum is a 4- day international professional forum dedicated to the study of 
a cult phenomenon of the Ukrainian visual arts ‘Kharkiv School of Photography’. The Forum will be 
held in August 2020 in Kharkiv. The Forum is  to unite 
the world's leading scientific and culturological institutions in 
the study,  international promotion and consolidation in the academic field of the arts such notion as 
a concept and phenomenon of a photographic style known as the Kharkiv School of Photography . This 
event will offer several  sectors by activities: Photoforum is a professional  conference for the scholars 
doing their research around a phenomenon that the ‘Kharkiv School of Photography’ presents.  The 
Forum will target the international professional participants and international Leagues of the Young 
Intellectuals in the field of arts. The exhibition of the Kharkiv School of Photography will be open for 
a wide range of visitors.   Discussion tables at the time of the exhibition will be interesting for the 
multiple participants far not from across the academia only but for the students, collectors, fans of 
this style etc. Viral contest – flashmob: Kharkiv in the style of the Kharkiv School of Photography .  This 
contest will link to the private accounts of the contest participants in the social media bearing 
a general hashtag of #KharkivSchool  and involve such account holders. This event will result in the filing 
and dissemination of a collection of the reports on the Kharkiv Photo Forum , issue of a picture album on 
the exhibition of the ‘Kharkiv School of Photography’, creating an international communication  platform 
of the Kharkiv School of Photography and  viral contest of pictures # Kharkivschool.

не передбачено Статутом 1308151.93 1308151.93

3EVE41-0699 Prominent 
Events

LOT 4. 
Commemorative 
dates of prominent 
personalities in 
Ukrainian culture

Individual Literature and 
publishing

In Memory of the Great 
Master: The Celan Readings 
in Ukraine

On the occasion of the centenary of Paul Celan’s birth, we propose to hold the Celan Festival in Ukraine. 
It will consist of several activities. We are going to arrange the Celan Readings in various Ukrainian cities 
(Kyiv, Lviv, Odesa, Kharkiv, Dnipro, Rivne and Kremenchuk), which will cover lectures and discussions on 
Paul Celan’s writings and the German-language literature of Bukovina, presentations of the translations 
of Celan’s books as well as the screenings of the Ukrainian documentary The Return: Paul Celan. We are 
going to organize and hold an exhibition of the works by Berlin artist Helga von Loewenich dedicated to 
Celan’s heritage and publish its bilingual (Ukrainian-German) catalog album. We also hope to publish 
Professor Petro Rykhlo’s book on the work of the great poet.

Charitable Organisation 
"Charitable Foundation "Center 
for Studies of History and 
Culture of Eastern European 
Jewry"

593522.26 506086.26

3EVE43-2001 Prominent 
Events

LOT 4 
Commemorative 
dates of prominent 
personalities in 
Ukrainian culture 

International Fashion and Design NARBUT XXI Heorhii Narbut reflects the whole century in the history of Ukrainian art. In 2020, 100 years after his 
premature death, we aim to rediscover the art of Narbut and re-contextualize his heritage and creative 
methods in XXI century. The project includes: preparation and organization of exhibition “The 
Imaginative World of Heorhii Narbut and the Making of a Brand” in Chicago and New York (partner - 
Ukrainian Institute of Modern Art in Chicago) and its catalogue, edition containing contemporary 
researches along with those from 1933 that were never released; open call for posters among designers 
inspired by Narbut’s design philosophy.

Limited Liability Company 
“RODOVID PRESS”

1815519.00 1270640.00

3EVE41-0539 Prominent 
Events

LOT 4. 
Commemorative 
dates of prominent 
personalities in 
Ukrainian culture

Individual Audio Arts Celebration of the 65th 
Birth Anniversary of 
Ukrainian Composer and 
Conductor Fedir Hoshchuk

The project is dedicated to the memory of the famous Ukrainian composer and choir Fedir Hoshchuk. 
Creativity of this artist is a significant part of the cultural musical heritage, however, due to the low level 
of popularity of folk choral art in Ukraine, it has not yet been adequately represented and popularized 
among Ukrainian society. The project aims to unite and activate communities of cities and villages of 
Rivne and Transcarpathian regions that are involved in the creative path of the artist, in order to jointly 
create a conceptual series of events that will demonstrate the versatility of Fedir Hoshchuk's work and 
promote the popularity of folk choir.

Non-governmental organization 
"Sustainable city development 
agency"

536460 486510

3EVE41-5279 Prominent 
Events

LOT 4. 
Commemorative 
dates of prominent 
personalities in 
Ukrainian culture

Individual Performance and 
Stage Arts

Contemporary street 
theatrical performance 
«Bogdan’s Monuments 
Come to Life»

In 2020, Ukraine will celebrate anniversaries since the birth of Bohdan Khmelnytskyі, Mykhailo Starytskyi 
and two prominent figures will meet on the streets of Khmelnytskyi. M. Starytskyi's play "Bohdan 
Khmelnytskyi" will "revive" all 5 monuments of Bohdan by unusual and non-standard theatrical and 
musical means, the street will the theatrical stage which will unveil new and unique opportunities of all 
participants of the event, Bohdan's monuments will feature an excursion route, which will open 
orchestral defile, choreographic showings, choral performances, etc. and all this will forever erase the 
false name "Khmelnytsk" and will promote creativity of Ukrainian writer M. Starytskyi.

Individual entepreneur 
Shcherbaniuk Ievhen 
Mykhailovych

1294578.90 1294578.90

3EVE41-6526 Prominent 
Events

LOT 4. 
Commemorative 
dates of prominent 
personalities in 
Ukrainian culture

Individual Audiovisual Arts Vira Kholodnaya is the 
legend of Ukranina cinema

Open lecture "Vira Kholodna - a legend of Ukrainian cinema". The lecture is dedicated to the birthday of 
"screen queen" Vira kholodna. In the context of the lecture, students will take part in a photo-excursion 
to the places of birth, life and creativity of a great actress. They will get acquainted with the sights of 
Poltava, Odessa, where Vira Kholodna lived and worked. Listeners will be told the story of the actress' 
family transmitted to the lecturer by the actress's granddaughter - Kholodna-Gilbert, who now lives in 
Turkey. In the second part of the fascinating story, fragments of saved films will be demonstrated with 
the participation of Vira Kholodna for the live accompaniment of a musician - a taper. At the end of the 
lecture, all listeners will receive memorable presents - one of the films featuring Vira Kholodna for live 
music by a taper in original performance and arrangement. Lecture time: 2.5 hours.

KEY WORD, llc 424614.00 424614.00


